
Security breaches can occur from multiple 

areas of penetration, not just one. That means 

that conventional security approaches that rely 

on one barrier, like a firewall, just won’t cut it.

Our complete, comprehensive security services 

take each point of entry into consideration. We 

look at it all: digital vulnerabilities; human error; 

natural disasters; even physical locations that 

could allow unrestricted access to your network. 
We plan, strategize, secure, and fortify every 

possible digital nook-and-cranny that could 

result in data loss or downtime.

The result is a powerful security strategy that

protects your organization and your assets from 

the inside out.

More than just a firewall.

When implemented together, 

these services are a powerful 

security strategy that protects your 

organization.

Cyber Security Services
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The Godlan Security Assessment will review your environment to 
identify risks that couldnegatively impact the confidentiality, integrity 
and/or availability of your critical business systems and information. 
This Assessment is designed to review your key technology assets, 
current security strategy, controls and IT infrastructure in order to 
prioritize your top vulnerabilities, risks and recommended security 

controls.

We will work with you to plan and implement a security strategy that 
aligns with your unique business goals and objectives. We will focus 
on protocol and procedures pertaining to:

• Data classification
• Remote access controls

• Acceptable use

Modern businesses face a wide variety of threats , and a single tool 
does not offer adequate protection. Our integrated UTM solution 
combines multiple technologies into one overarching, multilayered 

defense strategy. Tools include:
• Intrusion Prevention System (IPS)
• Gateway anti-virus and anti-spyware
• Dynamic content filtering
• Application intelligence control

• Advanced Threat Protection

Unlike traditional anti-virus solutions , nextgeneration endpoint 
protection uses predictive analysis to block web applications, 
dangerous URLs, potentially unwanted apps, and malicious 
code from ever touching your endpoints. We will review and/or 
implement:

• Anti-virus protection

• Advanced malware protection
• Advanced learning program

Security Assessment

Security Governance

UTM Unified Threat Management

Next Generation Endpoint Protection

The lineup:



Get the ultimate in Disaster Response.
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Almost all ransomware incidents are initiated by well-meaning 
employees who click on malicious links sent via email. We will 
evaluate, educate, and test your employees to decrease the 

possibility of a phishing attack. Services include:
• Education via interactive learning modules

• Simulated phishing aacks

• Threat & weakness reporting

We will continuously monitor your cyber assets to detect threats 
and vulnerabilities which may have bypassed other security 
controls. Our 24/7 threat monitoring services include:

• Real-time threat intelligence

• User behavior analytics
• Monitored SIEM
• Machine learning

We can assist your organization with the most demanding 
compliance and regulatory needs related to client’s privacy and 
digital information. We will review compliance needs and assist 
with remediation.

• HIPAA
• PCI
• CJIS
• SOX

Our complete security services extend to the real world, too. We 
will inspect your physical locations which may contain sensitive, 
unprotected data, including:

• Server rooms

• Network closets

Security Awareness Training

24/7 Managed Detection & Response

Regulatory Compliance Review

Physical Security Inspection

Our comprehensive disaster recovery program will protect critical 
business information and help recover data more efficiently in 
the event of a disaster. We will review and/or implement:
• Disaster recovery plan

• Server/workstation backups at file/image level
• Secure data storage

• Off-site data replication

Backup & Disaster Recovery

Godlan is a cyber security and cloud services 

provider serving customers across multiple 

industry verticals. Our advice and service is 
always strategically focused on furthering your 
business goals—including stability, process

improvement, cost control and growth.

IT expertise, strategically
focused on your business 


